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WPI makes news around 
the nation in 1983 
b)' Howard B. Bernard 
Assoc1ato Edi tor 
WPI IS a nationally-known university 
bee use of its academic excellence But 
many umes this school makes news for 
reasons other than its educational pro-
gram A recent issue of WPI Newsbrlef1 
called WPI In Print", put out by the Of-
fice of University Relations, lists many of 
the news i tems in which WPI figured in 
the past year. 
Accord ing to the newsletter, the clip· 
pings services to which WPI subscribes 
search nationally for appearances of WPI 
or WPl-related stories in newspapers 
and periodicals, and last year these ser-
vices returned over !Ive thousand clip-
pings to Roger N. Perry, Jr .. Editor of 
Newsbrlef s, and Associate Editor 
Michael V. Shanley. 
There are reprints of articles from 
newspapers such as The New York Tim ea, 
The Evening Gazette of Worcester, The 
Boston Globe, The Boston Herald and 
The Holyoke Transcript-Telegram and 
periodicals and journals like Bu1lne11 
Week, Engineering Times, Robot/X News, 
The Black Colleglan, MeH High Tech 
And Chronlcle of Higher Education. 
One article deals with a black WPI 
graduate's post-grad work at MIT, an-
other documents the recent gift trom the 
Rutman Estate There are articles detail-
ing the humanities/ technology rela-
tionship at WPI and others dealing w1tll 
the Plan and the projects students do 
here. There are articles about the re-
search and consulting going on here, in-
cluding crystallography studies, the new 
Center for Frresafety Studies, the part-
nership between WPI and MITRE tor the 
Space Shuttle, and the Manufacturing 
Engineering Applications Center 
(MEAC). WPI people also made news, 
from well-known alumnus Robert Stem-
pel {head of Chevrolet Motor D1v1s1on) to 
Professor John Zeugner. who spent 
some trme in Japan as visiting professor of 
(continued on page 8) 
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Unveiling he new dorm site 
by Jeanne M Ben1amin 
Newspeak Staff 
Plans are presently afoot to erect a 
new dormitory on the corner of Boynton 
and Institute, where the tennis courts are 
now located Construction wrll begin rn 
the Spring of 1984, and the dorm is 
scheduled to be reedy for the 1985·86 
school year. 
The new dormitory will house approx-
imately 229 people and is pro1ected to 
house co-ed. upperclass population 
The living arrangement IS expected to 
consist of four- and six-person suites 
and there will be lounges and confer-
ence rooms in the building . A second 
major dining facility open to the student 
body is also projected 
Until rather recently, housing wasn't 
considered a top priority on campus. 
The renovation of Atwater Kent and the 
reconstruction of Washburn were both 
viewed as more important priorities 
However, with the undertaking of these 
two projects, the administration viewed 
the housing problem as more approp-
riate. With the extremely tight housing 
srtuatton 1n tnc surrounding neighbor-
hood and the recent over-subscnptron 
to the lottery, it was concluded that 
something needed to be done to alle-
viate the problem. 
The site was chosen primarily as a re-
sult of a Campus Plan Study conducted 
during the past year by Earl A Flans-
burgh and Associates. WPI already 
owned a major portion of the neeesary 
land. and recently acquired the rema1n-
1ng tots. A parking lot will also be con-
structed adjacent to the facility. 
A Student Affairs committee studied 
the need and submitted a program prop-
osal for the new dormitory. The Board of 
Trustees gave rts approval to the project 
on the condition that adequate financing 
could be established. The dormitory pro-
ject is slated to cost seven million dol-
lars, which works out to be approximate-
ly $30,000 per bed One financing route 
that the college Is investigating 1s 
through the Massachusetts Health and 
Educational Facilities Authority. HEFA 
is a State Agency which sells tax exempt 
(continued on page 8) 
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WPI address change explained. 
by Greg Doerschler 
Newspeak Staff 
WPI studerits and faculty were recent· 
ly notified by the Post Office of an ad· 
dress format change tor the Institute Ef-
lecttve January 1, 1984, the correct 
address for all departments and mail-
boxes at WPI will include a street hstrng 
of 100 1nst1tu1e Road." The change has 
left some cu nous as to the whereabouts 
of the other WPI 1 n Worcester, and others 
wondering how to rnlorm all umpteen 
m1ll1on people who write to them daily of 
the change. 
When contacted by Newspeak, off1-
c1als at the Worcester Post Office re-
ported that mail correctly addressed to 
WPI using the current format should still 
be properly delivered; however, the im-
portance of including a street address in 
all future correspondences was 
stressed The street address format has 
been implemented for mail addressed to 
all Worcester colleges in response to 
longstanding problems with college mail 
delivery. 
Essentially, the problems encoun-
tered have been twofold . The largest 
problem involves mall incorrectly 
addressed to college students. In most 
cases, the name of the college is omitted . 
Before such mail can be delivered, a 
name and a box number must be 
matched up somewhere and most col-
leges have student mailbox sections . 
Even a zip code cannot determine the 
final destination, as Assumption College 
and WPI. for instance, share the same zip 
code. A zip code could also be assumed 
to be incorrect, and the letter involved 
may be routed to the mailbox section at 
the central post office After January 1, 
such incorrectly addressed marl will be 
returned to ttie_sender due to the exten-
sive search pi'6cess necessary to deliver 
It 
The second problem encountered In-
volves matl correctly addressed to one 
college but which ends up elsewhere. 
Barbara Hester, Coordinator of Mail 
Services at WPI, confirmed that much 
mail addressed to other colleges ends up 
at WPI 'A lot of our mail goes to As-
sumption College or visa versa because 
we both have the same zip code," Hester 
notes. She also receives much mall ad-
dressed to "Worcester Industrial Tech-
nical Institute," which Is located on Sa-
lisbury Street With the volume of mail 
delivered to colleges, the confusion un-
derstandably results from a quick glance 
at a P.O box number. with the college 
name being misread Such mail must be 
re-routed to Its proper destination, caus-
ing delays. Street addresses. which re-
portedly stand out much better than col-
lege box numbers should result in a 
lower Incidence of mlsdelivered mail. 
Postal off1c1als also report that a street 
address will make mall delivery easier for 
substitute carriers, who may not be fa-
miliar with the exact location of colleges 
or other establishments. 
Newspeak elects 
1984 editors 
Last Friday, Newspeak held elections 
for the 1984 ed11orial board . Kirsten 
Storm of Gardner Massachusetts, was 
elected Editor-in-Chief. Miss Storm. an 
Electrical Engineering major, has been 
working as Features Editor for the past 
year Associate Editor Howard Bernard 
from West Springfield will be News· 
Features Editor for 1984. Mr. Bernard 
has been a dedicated Newspeak writer 
for well over a year now. Waller Plante. 
currently Associate Photography Editor, 
wlll step up to the Photography Editor 
posi tron. Mr. Plante halls from East Prov-
idence and has been with Newspeak for 
two and one half years Carlo Verreng1a 
of Providence wrll continue as Graphics 
Editor in 1984 Ed Childs from Whethers-
freld, Connecticut, Circulation Manager 
1n 1983, was elected to the Business 
Manager position tor 1984 Currently 
three places on the 1984 Editorial Board 
are vacant. It is expected that Kirsten 
Storm will name a Clrculatlon Manager 
and an Advertising Manager shortly after 
she takes office 1n C-term There is no 
one, however, In the position to take over 
as Sports Editor. The current Sports Edi-
tors have agreed to help until a suitable 
replacement is found . 
Amaro Goncalves chosen all American. 
by Manon Keel11r 
Sports Editor 
Amaro Goncalves a junior from Las 
Acacias, Caracas of Venezuela has 
been chosen as All-American by 
coaches in NCAA Soccer play. He will 
be receiving this honor at an awards 
banquet in Phlladelphla , PA in 
January 
As captain of the 1983 soccer team, 
Goncalves led the engineers to a 7-4-
2 season This remarkable athlete 
was chosen to play on the All-New 
England First Team from Division 111 
Next he was chosen to the All Star 
Team which played in Farmington, 
Conn. on Nov. 19th. On the field Gon-
calves is a powerhouse whose skill 
and experience yield admiration from 
spectators and respect from his tel· 
low teammates. 
Another WPI soccer player who 
was chosen to All New England was 
transfer 5tudent, Amllcar Carneiro 
Carneiro was picked for the second 
team from Division Ill . 
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A look at the 
past and future 
When contemplating what to write for the last ed1tonal of 1983 and my last 
as Editor-In-Chief, I considered rehashing the whole year. Instead I chose to 
look at the past and the future at WP/. 
Plans are being finalized to construct a new dorm and renovations are 
continuing on Washburn. While the physical improvements w/11 attract 
future students to WPI, there are many questions about how the academic 
and social changes Instituted this year will affect future enrollment. The 
distribution requirements along with the newly passed social science 
requirement will almost assuredly affect the way people view the Plan. The 
question Is: will the Plan survive or will it slowly fade away? If the Plan 
disappears what Will separate WPI from other engineering schools? These 
important questions should be addressed when we are considering changes 
at WP/. 
In addition, social life appears to be fading at WP/. One can only hope that 
ideas generated from the recent social survey can be turned into creative 
programming, especially for Friday nights. Somehow I have faith that the 
situation will be worked out in time and social interaction will again increase 
on this campus. 
When I look ahead at the future of New1peak, I see that we have come a 
long way since the spring of 1981 when financial problems halted the 
printing of the paper. We are now on solid ground and the future looks very 
promising. We have made many improvements in New1peak in 1983 and I 
believe that the newly-elected Editor-In-Chief, Kirsten Storm, will continue 
to improve the paper in 1984. 
I would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone who has worked on 
New1peak in the past year. I would especially like to thank the Editorial 
Board; they all did a superb /Obi Good luck to everybody at WP/ In the future 
and remember Newapeek w/11 be there to keep you Informed. 
,. 
\.. 
Steven R. Knopplng 
letters Polley 
WPI Newspeak welcomes letters to the editor. Letters submitted for the 
publication should be typed (double spaced) and contain the typed or printed 
name of the author as well as the author's signature. Letters should contain a 
phone number for verification. Students submitting letters to the editor should 
put their class year after their name Faculty and staff should include their full title. 
Letters deemed libelous or Irrelevant to the WPI community will not be published 
The editors reserve the right to edit letters for correct punctuation and spelling. 
Letters to the editor are due by noon on the Saturday preceding pubhcat1on Send 
them to WPI box 2700 or bring them to the Newspeak Office. Riley 01 . 
Commentary articles reflect the opinions of the writer and not necessarily 
Newspeak. 
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A Christmas chat 
by Howard 8. Bernard n1es them even the most basic of the 
Associate Editor freedoms which we count as part of our 
fives every day; and there are human be-
Well, Christmas is coming and I won't ings llvmg in such disease, filth, squalor 
have another chance to speak w ith you and poverty that It should shame us to 
until after the break, so I thought I'd take even think of complaining about our 
a moment from thinking about the Grinch head cold, the stain on our shirt, or our 
and that cool piano solo In the Charita food bllls. These people endure the un-
Brown Christmas special to talk with you bearable. 
about my thoughts about Christmas. It Is these people who need our con-
This time of year is a time of endings cern. The problems of hunger, stifling 
and beginnings. As B-term ends, our va- rulers and the worry of being shot by 
cation begins! But more significantly someone who doesn't like your skin tone 
than that. as school takes its halftime or was aiming at the Communist behind 
break, we have an opportunity to sit back you when you got In the way. make our 
and think about what we have done and moaning about how much we overate at 
what we would like to do. I plan to have a the Christmas feast seem ridiculously 
good time buying gifts for my friends petty. 
and loved ones, mailing out cards. being I don't propose that we give up our 
with my friends and loved ones as they Christmas pleasures. I certainly don't 
open their gifts, and, of course, opening want to make you feel guilty about enjoy-
my own! Ing your holidays; giving up our privi-
Christmas Is that time of year when leges w ill not help those who don't have 
most of us are happy and warm We them. Indeed. since we are denizens of 
share our material and fraternal JOY with this world, giving up the benefits we call 
everyone - family, friends, the lady ours is contrary to what would be our 
whose packages we knock over In the aim: making it possible for all the people 
mall It Is these feelings of nenerous 1n this world, Including ourselves. to en-
bonhomme that make Christmas my fa- joy the freedom and privileges we now 
vonte season of the year. enjoy But we are falling our duty to the 
But I think that now is an especially world if we enjoy the holidays without 
good time to remember that there are resolving to use our position as comfor-
people in our world (for tndeed It be- table members of the richest. most In-
longs to atl of us. every single being on fluent1al society on our planet to improve 
the planet) who cannot share the joy of the lot of the millions of people who are 
the Christmas season or any other not so lucky 
There are rnen and women , boys and I hope that when we come back from 
glrls living In areas where war destroys Christmas break we will be moving to 
any chance for a normal existence, how- change the world for the better It has to 
ever hard we try to forget that there are start with us, you know - there is no one 
dozens of bloody wars going on all over else to do It. Perhaps next year more 
the globe right now; there are people people will be able to enjoy as happy a 
who live In nations where the govern- Christmas as I wish you now. c···· I unta or dictator-of-th•-•·~ ;~TE R:rry Christmas to you all, my lrlenj 
Are you aware of your profession? 
To the Editor: 
WHAT DOES YOUR FUTURE MEAN 
TO YOU? Are you a grade hound? Are 
you oblivious to the world around you? If 
you answer YES to these questions, 
chances are you do not belong to a pro-
fessional society on campus. What are 
the values of all-nighters, tests, labs, and 
projects If a student is unaware of activi-
ty in the professional world? Unfortu-
nately. we have found. as officers of a 
professional society, that students fall to 
see the importance of professional so-
cieties. Believe it or not, success is not 
determined solely by academics . Suc-
cess Is a combination of academics AND 
AWARENESS OF THE REAL WORLD. 
The professional soc1et1es are dedi-
cated to showing students the profes-
sional world in non-academic ways that 
are Interesting and fun . Dealing with 
people 1s a vital aspect of an engineer's 
job. The WPI experience does teach 
some human relation skills; however, 1t 
does not give a realistic view of what can 
be expected after graduation Involve-
ment in professional societies is an ex· 
cellent way to learn one's profession and 
I 
have a great t ime tn the process. It also 
helps a new graduate to be one step 
closer to that first raise or promotion . 
. The IEEE (I tnple-E) is devoted to pro-
viding a variety of activities and seminars 
that allow the student not only to see 
new concepts and ideas, but also to be-
come socially adept in the engineer's 
environment On February 8. 1984, the 
IEEE Is sponsonng a Student Profes-
sional Awareness Conference (SPAC). 
This seminar Is devoted to showing the 
students the business ethics of engineer-
ing and trying to train the student for a 
professional career. The conference will 
consist of several speakers. each pres-
enting a different topic relating to the 
engineering profession. A dinner will be 
served, which will allow students to talk 
informally to the speakers and pose any 
questions they may have This confer-
ence is just one of the many organized 
events the IEEE sponsors So get a head 
start : 101n the IEEE and become aware of 
the present and future world of the 
engineer 
-Jim Witt, '84 
-Dino Roberti, '85 ( COMMENTARY J 
The Christmas spirit 
by Dave F Wall 
Newspeak Staff 
Gfft~g1vlng strikes all of us this time of 
year This probably explains why the fa-
cu lly presented next years freshmen 
with a present. A new degree require-
ment • 2/3 of a unit of social science 
Along with the departmental distribution 
requirements, that 1s And everything 
else 
I am neither an educator nor a social 
scientist, so I will not comment on the 
value o f social science courses in com-
parison to anything else What d isturbs 
me about the whole business Is the way ii 
transpired, and the 1mpl1ca11ons of all 
these new reQuirements 
First the method of the madnas This 
was first brought up Tuesday, the sev-
enth of this month. It was voted into ex-
istence the following Thursday. Period 
This was not new, of course A lot of 
faculty business gets done this way. But 
a degree requirement 1s not 1ust any 
piece o f faculty business No one men· 
honed this to the students or anyone else 
That 1s sort o f underhanded, faculty. It 1s 
understa ndable, c ons i de ring the 
pandemonium that evolved when altera-
tions to the Plan reared their ugly heads 
And il 1sn I going to affect anyone read-
ing this, so 
It was sncoky And at 1s an alarmmgly 
quick ddU on to something as delicate-
ly balanced as o curriculum Admittedly 
there was a pr bl m - the IOP was not 
(continued on page 8) 
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Pseudo Santa 
by Andy Ferreira 
Newspaak Staff 
For the next two weeks, all around the 
world, many people will be proliferating 
the greatest lie 1n the world since ''The 
check ts in the mail". As we all know. this 
lie concerns Santa Claus' existence. 
No, Virginia, you're wrong, Santa is no-
thing more than a figment of an overac-
tive 1maginat1on. I know this comes as a 
brutal shock to most of you, but 1t had to 
be said And I also know that there are 
hundreds of Doubting Thomases out 
there not believing a single word that I 
say Fine - don't belteve me. Don't listen 
to the words of reason Don't finish this 
article, because I am going to provide 
defin111ve proof that Santa does not ext st 
Suppose Santa does exist If he did all 
that stuff he's supposed to do. you know. 
f y around once a year and give away 
stuff, then what does he do for the rest of 
the year? Does he shoot pool with the 
elves and hunt reindeer In the forest? 
Why doesn t he have a zip code? 
Wouldn t the mall move faster 1f he had 
one? Do people have to put his street 
address on his mall like we do? What 
country do you send 1t to? There is no 
land at the North Pole, why did he pick 
the North Pole In the first place? Who 
would be stupid enough to buy land that 
paid? What types of benefits might they 
get? Is there room tor advancement? I 
think that Santa chose the North Pole for 
a very good reason. He went around the 
world one year, snatched up some kids 
and gave them growth inhibitors. He 
then isolated himself way up In nowhere-
land and they wouldn't escape. Presto 
-slave laborl 
I often wonder where he got reindeer 
that can fly. Not only is it aerodynamical-
ly Impossible, but it's stupid Whoever 
heard of brown tour-legged creatures 
zooming across the world In one night? 
What happens if they have to go poo-
poo? Horses can walk and do naughty 
bits at the same time. Can reindeer do 
that too? Maybe an even better question 
1s. 1s 1t safe for them to do that? We have 
enough trouble with little pieces of bird-
poo, I doubt 1f we would fare much better 
with huge clumps of reindeer dung drip-
ping from the sky. 
But still, this doesn't answer my first 
question of where he found these rein-
deer that fly. Perhaps he caught some 
huge tour-legged animals that looked 
like reindeer and he Just feeds them LSD 
or some other illegal substance that is 
known to make people fly. Maybe he 
does the trick wt th mirrors or wires I've 
never seen Santa ride through a ring or 
c-~~~~-c_y_N~ic~'s_c~O-R_N_E_R~~~~~) 
1s beneath miles of solid and liquid wa-
ter? Where did he find elves to work for 
him? I think that ii Darwin could get his 
hands on an ell, that would screw up his 
theories something fierce. What did they 
evolve from? Pixies? 
An even more convincing fact ts that 
Santa has never been audited by the I RS. 
This 1s a very peculiar fact. Supposedly, 
Santa has been around for a number of 
years, giving away stuff to everyone. I 
think that by now he would be very, very 
broke. Where 1s his money coming from? 
I thrnk the government should look into 
this. Perhaps he dabbles in embezzle-
ment or blackmail . Maybe he inherited 
an immense amount of money and for 
tax purposes he gives away thrngs every 
year as tax deductable contrrbut1ons. I'm 
even willing to bPt that he claims all of his 
elves and eir,deer as dependents. 
Maybe Mrs Claus works and Santa just 
lives off of her salary. 
Ever wonder how much elves get 
have someone wave a rod above and 
below him like they do at magic shows. 
Another reason that I deny Santa's ex-
istence is because there Is never any 
physical trace of his passing on Christ-
mas Eve. Do you see hoof prints on your 
roof? Do you see reindeer droppings 
that look as if they have fallen from 
60,000 feet? 
Here 1s a little test you can do this year 
to prove Santa doesn't exist Have all of 
your friends - you do 1t too - lower the 
lids on their toilet bowls. If Santa does 
stop by, it 1s inevitable that nature will 
call at one of the prepared houses. and if 
he has the least bit of dignity, he will lift 
the lld and you'll have him caught, since, 
as we all know, guys never bother to 
close the lid after they finish. 
Another fallacy of Christmas that sup-
- ports my conviction of Santa's non-
existence is the fact that he has never 
been on the Johnny Carson show. 
(continued on page 7) 
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Don't you miss the frat parties? 
Return of the sufficiency 
by Kieran Suckling 
Newspesk Staff 
"There is only one sub1ect matter for 
education. and that is life In all Its 
manifestations " 
When Alfred North Whitehead crafted 
these beautiful words In his landmark 
book The Alma of Education he might 
have had WPI in mind; in fact. these very 
words are used to describe the role of the 
humanities In education in a 1971 prop· 
osal to the National Endowment for the 
Humanities by Dean Grogan and former 
President George Hazzard. 
Why, you may ask, Is a nomlnally-
talented amanuensis (recorder. scribe -
Ed.) like WPl's finest indulge In their 
weekly ceremonial inebriation In that 
most holy of all places. the Pub? Well, 
the new Humanities Award being pres-
ented D-term in recognition of outstand-
ing Sufficiencies has got me thinking . A 
dangerous thing. that - thinking I mean. 
It can lead to all sorts of nasty little 
thoughts such as "does the Sufficiency 
fulfill its task, as stated in the Under-
graduate Catalog, of showing' ... how the 
mind creates. appreciates and 
crit1c1zes .. .'?", or darker still, "Why 1s this 
so?". 
You see, 1n order to be considered for 
the award a Sufficiency must be nomi-
nated by a member of the faculty. In-
cluded in this nomination must be a cov-
er letter stating why the Sufficiency 1s 
outstanding Rather than promoting the 
finished product this cover letter will ad-
dress the energy put into. and, more im-
portantly, the experience gotten out of, 
the Sufficiency This coincides with the 
philosophy that learning is something 
more than the acquisition of facts and 
the completion of requirements, that 
learning 1s a succession of profound 
transformations, profound realizations. 
The new Humanities Award Is perhaps 
an effort by the department to get us to 
think a little bit more seriously about 
what makes a good Sufficiency and 
more Importantly what we as "techno-
logical humanists" can learn from one. 
In the ideal situation (i.e., this never 
happens) a student will take an introduc-
tory course in the humanities, lorm some 
vague Idea as to a Sufficiency topic, talk 
to his advisor about It, take one or two 
more courses, and finally select a Suffi-
ciency advisor to guide him through his 
remaining courses and paper. In reality 
the student usually meanders through 
several hu manlties courses before learn-
ing from a friend that he had better get 
this Sufficiency rolling; at this point he 
chooses a topic that will concur with his 
past courses. Now everything 1s back· 
wards: his Sufficiency 1s a by-product of 
his course work rnstead of his course 
work being a tool or an aid to his 
Sufficiency. 
I admit that f1nd1ng flaws in the system 
is not only easier, but also more fun than 
finding constructive solutions F1nd1ng 
solutions. after all, requires a great deal 
of thinking (here I am back to thinking, 
that's what got me Into this mess in the 
first place!) . There are, of course, many 
factors which can contribute to a less-
than-ideal Suff1c1ency, but the most tell-
ing 1s the student's lack of real apprecia-
tion for what the Sufficiency is meant to 
accomplish and for the personal satis-
faction that it can bring. 
Peter Onuf of the Humanities Depart-
ment put 11 this way: ''Before students 
come to me with their sufficiency pro-
posal they should have put a lot of 
thought Into what the Sufficiency means 
to them personally. All I can do is advise 
and gutde them as best I can on how to 
reach their goal, but if that goal is not 
something the student 1s deeply Inter-
ested and involved in he will not get the 
maximum benefit from it." 
(continued on page 7) 
Night Before Christmas, 2001 
by David A. Tarr 
(reprinted by permission 
of OMNI magazme) 
'Twas the night before Christmas, and 
all through my home 
Not a creature was stirring, not even 
my clone. 
The test tubes were hung by the burner 
with care, 
In hopes that Saint Nicholas would 
soon be there. 
The androids were nestled all snug in 
their beds, 
While visions or mc2 danced in their 
heads. 
My wife In her jumpsuit, and I in my 
vest. 
Had just settled down to some drug-
induced rest. 
When, out by the labs, there arose 
such a clatter, 
My bed woke me up to see what was 
the matter, 
Away to the window I hastened my 
mass, 
Tore open the blast shields, and threw 
up the glass. 
The refraction of moonlight through 
smog-ridden air 
Gave a luster of midday to everything 
there, 
When what to my wondering eyes 
should appear 
But a mass-driven sleigh with some 
strange landing gear, 
With a quick tittle pilot. a company 
man, 
Who did what was asked and followed 
the plan. 
More rapid than phantoms his 
coursers they came. 
He impulsed his crewmen, then called 
them by name. 
"Now. Redox! Now. Hewlett' Now 
Quasar and Photon• 
"On. Laserl On, Xerox• On, Pulsar and 
Proton• 
"To the top of the dome, by the air-
intake vent. 
"Now dash away quickly before our 
fuel 's spent." 
So, up to the air vent his coursers they 
flew, 
With a craft full of toys and Saint 
Nicholas. too. 
And then. in a flash , on the dome I did 
hear 
The scratching and scraping of stout 
landing gear. 
I steadied my blaster, my chest to the 
ground, 
And then, through the air vent, he 
came with a bound. 
He was dressed in a three-piece he'd 
rented near here. 
(Why purchase an outfit you wear 
once a year?) 
A life-support system he wore on his 
back, 
While the toys tor the 'droids he took 
out of his pack. 
A bottle of synthroid he held in his 
hand 
(He was quite overweight from a poor 
thyroid gland). 
He brought out the toys that depart-
ment stores self: 
The elves at the Pole could not make 
them as well. 
He checked with the base ship, while 
doing his work, 
And filled all the test tubes, then 
turned with a ierk, 
His anti·grav belt wa s secure, I 
suppose. 
And. pressing the keys, up the air vent 
he rose. 
He sprang to his craft, to the crew gave 
a shout, 
The ship heaved a shudder, then 
blasted them out 
But I heard him exclaim, as he flew out 
of sight 
'Merry Christmas to all and to a I a 
good flight 
Peg o1 NEWSPEAK Tuesday, December 13, 1983 
( __________________________ A_RT_s __ & __ E_N_rE_R_T_A_iN_M _ E_N_r _________________________ )
c-~~~~M_o_v_i_E_R_E_v_iE_w_s~~~~~) ( bilbo~ TOP 10 ) 
Yentl is a must see 
by Jsck Nickerson 
ASSOCIBt6 Editor 
Vent is a story about a Jewish girl at 
the turn of the century in Eastern Eu-
rope She s different from other gtrls 
because she 1s not satisfied with 
women s work She wants to learn, road, 
and understand the meanings of Ille and 
the universe Unfortunately, society re-
fuses her this privilege. Yentl assumes 
the name of Anchel and continues study 
under the pretense of being a young 
man The rest of the movie describes 
Anchel's struggles I refuse to tell about 
this part of the movie because I do not 
want you to ant1c1pnte the rest of the 
movie 
This movie will be placed 1n a special 
category of movie along w th Fiddler 
on the Roof 'My Fair Lady , and 
Sound of Music Yentl Is a touching 
movie that does not try to force emotions 
from the audience It Invites you to share 
In the joy, humor, and complex situa-
tions of Yentl as Anchel and her compan-
ions The climax brings tears to the eyes 
while the ending brings the exh1larat1on 
of victory This movie Is a must tor thea-
tre goers 
Lord of Rings - Not like Tolkien 
by Carlos Gutierrez 
On December 4, Social Committee 
and WPI Lens and Lights presented the 
movie The lord of The Ring• In Alden 
Hall. The movie is based on J.R.R. Tol-
k1en·s famous trilogy. 
A remarkable feature of this movie, 
one that makes It worth seeing, 1s the use 
of a special technique with animated fig-
ures· imposing them over the images of 
real actors. This gives the movie a touch 
of fantasy without making It unrealistic 
and supernatural, something that Tol-
kien himself would have favored. Be-
sides, if the movie had bel:ln filmed using 
only actors, the cost would have been-
proh1b1tlve due to the variety and quanti-
ty of characters and scenes that appear 
In the epic. 
However, those who have read The 
Lord of The Ring• might be dissappolnt-
ed by the movie. Although the movie is 
called Th• Lord of The Rlnga, actually it 
covers only the first two books of the 
Trilogy. Even though the movie covered 
only the first two books, many scenes 
and dialogues were cut or severely shor-
tened. In one instance the movie merges 
into one character two different charac-
ters from the original trilogy 
In short, The Lord of The Alnga was a 
good fantasy movie, perhaps like Con1n 
or Th• Ouk Cry1t1I, but it lacked many 
of the deep themes that are found in the 
true Lord of The Ring• trilogy and which 
make the Tolkien work something more 
than a fairy-tale with a happy ending, 
Draughtman's Contract 
delightfully puzzling 
by Howard B. Bernard 
Associate Editor 
The presentation last Tuesday of the 
movie The Dr1ughtm1n'1 Contr.ct was 
well attended, perhaps because of the 
news release which described It as "Art 
and Sex In 17th Century England". It cer-
tainly lived up to that epithet, but It went 
far beyond 1t as well. 
The story opens with Mr. Neville, a rov-
ing artist, contracting with the mistress 
of a manor to render twelve drawings of 
the house and estate while the master is 
away. His compensation ls to be the priv-
ilege of meeting the lady of the house 
twelve times for the purpose of having 
her comply with his requests for his 
pleasure He renders the drawings as 
agreed and takes distinct advantage of 
his agreement with the lady, Mrs. Her-
bert, by having many sorts of humlltating 
sex with her (she finds It so repugnant 
the first time that she Is seen vomiting 
afterwards) The daughter of the Her-
bert s, frustrated with her sexual dishrag 
husband's lack of performance, makes 
an agreement with Neville also, agreeing 
that he may make one more drawing, a 
drawing of the statue of a riderless horse 
which adorns the grounds which he 
wants to make, provided that he meet her 
and comply with her sexual whims Then 
the plot, which ls considerably viscous 
already, thickens Mr. Herbert Is found 
dead In the stagnant moat which sur-
rounds the grounds. Apparently he was 
not away after all· did Neville kill him? 
Who knows, Neville 1s gone. 
Then he returns to the manor to otter 
condolences to the bereaved family, and 
gets involved in yet another contract 
with Mrs. Herbert, this time at her sug-
gestion, which again involves her sexual 
serfdom to him. Then the other men of 
the house find him out and kill him bru-
tally, burning his eyes out, writing on his 
back with a torch, and stabbing him to 
death They throw the body into the 
moat, and so ends the movie. 
The audience 1s lef1 with many unans-
wered plot questions: who kllled Her-
bert? Was It Neville? Was It the men of 
the manor, who threw Nevllle'a body Into 
the moat after killing him? Herbert's 
body was also thrown into the moat. Was 
It one of the ladies? Why would the lady 
of the house agree to seU her body for 
twelve drawings or the estate for a hus-
band who mistreated her? Why did Ne-
ville include 1n the drawings pictorial 
elements which suggested the cuckold-
ing of Mr. Herbert? These suspect ob-
jects In the sketches rendered the draw-
ings "hot property" in the end of the 
movie because of their negative portray-
al of the dead Herbert - but what moti-
vation would Neville have tor going 
through the trouble he did to include 
things hke Herbert's empty boots and a 
ladder up to Mrs. Herbert's window in the 
picture? 
However, the viewer gets the feeling 
that with sufficient viewings of the film, 
he could solve these enigmas The real 
puzzle was the hit of the movie, a nude 
man entirely painted silver wh o 
appeared as a statue 1n very humorous 
ways during the course of the film, as 11 
spying on the characters to overhear 
their conversation without being 
noticed 
It was never made clear whom; If 
anyone, this argent1ne sprite served. He 
proceeded through the movie mainly by 
Impersonating statues and gargoylfsh 
architectural features At one point when 
he was atop a wall near the gate Into the 
estate, a character entering through the 
gate saw the silver man and hit him with 
his hat. The silver man JU mped down and 
ran away. Since seeing a sllver man 1s 
not terribly pedestrian, it would seem 
that the visitor would have been shocked 
to see him, but not so This suggests that 
he knew of the presence of the silver 
fellow; but the sllver fellow was not 
shown reporting to him or anyone else 
-or indeed demonstrating any purpose 
at all - at any time. 
He did however, engender much of 
the comedy (I know that I lost a great 
deal of the humor of the seemingly well-
written script to the fuzzy sound which is 
a d1sappo1nting drawback to all Alden 
Hall movies}. The most outrageous 
scene was the one in which our naked 
Sliver friend, perched on a pedestal for a 
long time, finally succumbed to biologi-
cal need and urinated In a grand arching 
stream in the moonlight . In another part 
of the film, a child and his tutor are seen 
walking past an ornate wall. After the 
tutor has past, one of the figures sculp-
ted into the wall sticks his tongue out, 
with his thumbs 1n his ears, at the child. 
Perhaps If the sound reproduction 
hadn't been so poor I would have heard 
(continued on page 7) 
by 811/ Champlin and Bob Pizzano 
Newspeak Staff 
This week In B T T we toke a rather 
light approach to the holiday season 
Our pick hll Is tack1ly titled Grandma 
Got Run Over by a Reindeer' This song 
done by the duo Elmo and Patsy.sounds 
as 11 It comes from the Grand Ole Opry 
Obv ously, the song Is not to bo token 
seriously The silliness of the song be-
comes more evident when you hear the 
song's chorus. 
Grandma got run over by a reindeer, 
Coming home from our house 
Christmas Eve 
You may say there·s no such thing 
as Santa, 
But as for me and grandpa, we 
believe. 
This week B. T.T. 1s pleased to an-
nounce our first "Golden Pizza Award" 
winner, Jeff Winick. Jeff, a contributor to 
our column, named the top three albums 
in the exact order they appeared in our 
chart. 
Happy Holidays from Bob and 8111! 
Top Ten Slnglea - 1983 
1. Every Breath You Take - The Police 
2 Total Eclipse of the Heart - Bonnte 
Tyler 
3. One Thing Leads to Another - The 
Flxx 
4 Flashdance What a Feeling - lren 
Cara 
5 B1l11e Jean - M1chae Jackson 
6 Burnin Down the House - Talk ng 
Heads 
7. Synchroniclty II - The Police 
8. Union of the Snake - Duran Duran 
9 Allentown - Billy Joel 
1 O She Bllnded Me With Science -
Thomas Dolby 
Top Ten Album• - 1983 
1. Synchronlclty - The Pohce 
2 Thriller - Michael Jackson 
3 Speaking 1n Tongues - Talking 
Heads 
4. Pyromania - Def Leppard 
5. Flashdance Soundtrack 
6. Let's Dance - David Bowie 
7. War - U2 
8. The Final Cut - Pink Floyd 
9. Faster Than the Speed of Night -
Bonnie Tyler 
10. Genesis - Genesis 
( ________ s_o_c_c_o_M_M __ P_R_Ev_i_E_w_s ________ )
Intersession and C-term 
Thurad1y, J1nu1ry 5 
Big Scrffn Video 
Everyone's favorite slapstick team The 
ThrH StoogH will be featured 1n the 
Pub on the big screen at 8:00 p .m. Shuf-
fle on down for the antics of Moe, Larry 
and - of course - Curly. 
Seturdey, J1nuery 7 
CoffHhouae 
For this occasion only, Coffee house 
wlll be moved to Saturday night and to 
the Pub. The Pub fac111tles will help to 
provide the needed reltef from m1d-
Comp-period stress. Music will be pres-
ented by New Hampshire folk singer 
Cormac McCarthy. His performance will 
include a relaxing blend of blues, bal-
lads. R&B and swing and will be en-
hanced by many interesting stories. 
Admission is free to all. 
S1turdey, Jenuery 13 
Pub Ent•rt•lnment 
In contrast to the usual rock and dance 
bands. the Pub will feature e twelve-
person vocal group The Kok1lngera, 
which will entertain you with a variety of 
old-fashioned pub songs. Come down 
and sing along. The show starts at 9 00 
pm 
With these and many other attractions 
being offered, don t let yourself sleep 
through Intersession! 
The following events are upcoming in 
Term C. Keep an eye out for times and 
locations. 
The term will kick off with a Mixer 
Dence on Friday. January 20. Featured 
will be two dynamic Boston bands, Th• 
Aeflectora and F•c• to Face. 
The following night, Saturday, Janu-
ary 21, The HendaomH will bring the 
Pub alive. This five-piece rock band has 
become a popular attraction on the WPI 
campus Students and friends of all ages 
are invited to attend this exc1t1ng night of 
oancing. 
On Monday, January 23, Spectrum 
will present a unique version of Robert 
Lewis Stevenson's classic, Or. Jekyll and 
Mr. Hyde. Rob Inglis will single-
handedly unfold the story line of the re-
spected doctor who, after a medical 
breakthrough, can transform himself 
into the v1ll1anous Mr Hyde Hts flnal re· 
wards are tragic This Is one Spectrum 
presentation which should not be 
missed 
(~ ________ G __ RE_E_k __ c_o_R_N_ER __________ ) 
The brothers of Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
would like to congratulate their 31 new 
pledges. The pledges include Dag 
Adamson, Bob Billbrough. Steve Bres-
nahan, Neel Cappelino, Sean 
Cavanaugh, Jay Croch1ere. Jay Crofton, 
Paul Cunningham, Karl Denzer, Paul 
Hambelton, Frank Humel, Dan James. 
Keith Johnson, Ken Madamba, Pete 
Marston, Tom McCormick, John 
Manacchlo, Tim Moran, John Nealon, 
Steve Olsen, Dave Partldge, Dan Potts, 
Carmen Romeo, Chris Savino, Steve 
Schaelberle, Gary Sickles, Steve Sims, 
Dave Thomen. Scott Tougas, Rob Wo1-
c1ak, and Don Zeresk1 
The pledges held a Christmas Party 
with the orphan children at the Friendly 
House on December 10 A pledge Santa 
supplied gifts to the boys and girls and a 
good time was had by all 
Also, In last week's ·Bowl for Life 
Bowlathon, brothers Rick l1nnehan and 
Ken Olsen bowled the highest score as a 
team. The money raised by this event will 
help out the National Kidney Foundation 
of Massachusetts. 
ENROLLMENT DAY FOR TERM C84 
IS WEDNESDAY JANUARY 18, 1984 
Please notify the Registrar's Office if you are 
unable to enroll on January 18th. Remember there 
is a $25 late fee. Grade reports will go in P.O. Box 
on or before Tuesday, January 10, 1984. 
Please notify Registrar's Office in writing if you 
wish grades to be mailed home. 
Graduate students grade reports will be mailed to 
local address. 
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WPI contin es Epcot projects 
A number of WPI students end faculty 
have begun to Investigate aspects of 
EPCOT Center, the Walt Disney Corpor-
ation s newest development tn Orlando 
Florida Professor Charles Heventhal, 
Humanities, is the director of the projects, 
Professor Wilhelm Eggimann Electrical 
Engineering, Professor Roy F Bourgault, 
Me han1cal Engineering, and Professor 
Kar n Lemone, Computer Science are 
cu rent co-advisors of the IOP pro1ects 
Other WPI faculty and a number of 
st d nts will be sp nd ng the week of 
J nu ry 8th at EPCOT and the Space 
Center mak ing observ lions for ongoing 
pro ccts and developing ideas for add1-
t onal ones This w1 I be t e second 
Intersession trip to EPCOT 
Based on past observations nnd re-
search on the technologies of the various 
exhibits, In tersession students w111 be 
provided w ith guidelines for questioning 
not only the designs of the venous exh1-
b1ts and systems and their operaltons, 
but also the social and pol1t1cal impli-
cations of the new technologies. Pro f. 
Helen Vasallo . of WPI s Management-
B1otechnology program, 1s preparing a 
"Guide to Disney Management Tech-
niques." 
Of special mterest to the Intersession 
group and the IQP students are EPCOT's 
extensive computer networks, the infor-
mation retrieval systems on public dis-
play. the advanced ro botics systems 
which play an important role in the 
entertainment and operations of the park, 
the photo-voltaic energy systems the 
new approaches to food production, the 
demonstrations of new visual, audio. 
and olfactory pro1ect1ons, and the new 
exhibits of underwater and space colony 
designs 
Skip Williams, CS ·as. has begun an 
extensive survey of EPCOT computers 
·as tools and entertainers" He was res-
ponsible for a recent campus TV presen-
tutlon on the "EPCOT Computer Net-
work· 
An 1nit1al IOI-' proiect by Ph11tp Pearson, 
CS 82, has been a stimulus for Williams 
and other students who have already 
begun IQP s or Pre-IOP's Pearson recog 
n1zed that Disney s original idea for a 
model commu1 1ty using the best of cur-
rent technologies had been transformed 
nto a coroorate l'.'nt,,r alnmP.nt cornplpr 
far short of its potential for testing new 
social communities 
6111 Baron EE '85, following one of the 
research d1rect1ons proposed in the Pear-
son IOP, Is currently analyzing the 
EPCOT origins and spec1f1c problem 
areas which have emerged In the building 
and operations 01 the new complex 
Baron. like many others who question 
what science and technology are doing 
to our society, 1s particularly inter~sted 
tn the poltt1cal 1mphc at1ons of Disney's 
'peo ple-control systems " Personal free-
dom and privacy are given up with en-
thusiasm by visitors to EPCOT. as they 
admire the effic iencies of the sparkling 
new transportation systems and enjoy 
the excitement of the latest Information 
retrieval stations Baron's IQP w ill raise 
the critical question Will an overabun-
dance of television cameras. electrical 
sensors and careful crowd manipulation 
be the chief marks of a new high-tech 
totalitarian society? 
A main task of the WPI EPCOT Project 
this year 1s to assemble the hundreds of 
technical articles and reports which have 
already been published on the behind-
the-scenes operations of the experiment-
al community Diane Fiorillo, '87, and 
(continued to page 8) 
RELAX AT LUNCH ... 
cap~[~0<J. 
Luncheon Suggestions 
(SetYl!Jd untl 3:00 P.MJ 
1. MINI TOSTADA "The House Special''· Beef, Bean, 
Chicken, or Egg ..... . ....... .. ........... . ...... . ......... '2.25 
2. MEXICAN CHICKEN SOUP · A tasteful cambination of nutritional 
vegetables, hems, spices • .. . ............ ... .. cup 55c bowl 1.50 
3. HOMEMADE CHILI · People come from afar for 
this treat .... .. . .. ..... . . ... .. ..... ... ... .. cup 1.55 bowl 225 
4. POTATO GRANDE · Baked potato shell filled with seasoned Beef, 
topped with cheddar cheese & sour cream.. . .. ..... . .. .. ... 215 
5. TACO SALAD · Out of this world! Another Acapulco 1st. Open faced 
large Taco · on hed of lettuce. topped with Chih, 
cheddar cheese .............. . . . ..... . .......... . .......... 2.95 
6. CHEESE ENCHILADA · (Deficious) ............................ 2.99 
7. TACO TREAT - Beef, Chicken, Bean or Egg Taco served with rice, 
hot sauce and chips .................. . ............ . •....... 2.25 
8. PETIT BURRITO PLATIER - Super Value!. .................... 2.25 
9. TACO DOG - It's New & Deficious - Regular Taco with Beef Hot 
Dog .......................... .. . . .... . ........ . ... . . . . . .. 1.75 
10. ALL AMERICAN BARBECUED RIBS · f .f. potatoes, cole slaw, 
delicious barbecue sauce . . . ............. . ..•.. . ......... .. .. 3.95 
~ Special '4.90 Value 
lAll AMERICAN BAR-S.0 CHICKEN Dinner $2 95 • HOUll Saled • French Fries • o--o.u.-- •·- s• .,_,..,°"" 
~ SALAD & SOUP ~If) 
i "Crisp Tossed Salad" Choice Of Dressing · Cup Of Fresh Delicious ; u rc111 Chdlen Soop 1.75 ~ 
MINI MEALS 
• Light • Nutritious • Affotdable 
MEXICAN PIZZA - light Pastry Sllen • Delicinus Filling!!! feeds 2 .. 
Mini Cheese r.risp and s.lad. 
Mini Enchilada. . • . . • . ••.• 
2.25 Mewican Rautas 
.2.25 Bean Taco and Salad 
1 Barbecued Rib IL.gel 
and S'll ~ - 2.25 
.... $4.95 
1.99 
1.99 
(-~-------~p_o_li_c_E_N_E_w_s __ ~-------') 
by Greg Doerschlsr 
Newspeak Staff 
December 2 - December 8 
Attempted Break In Keven 
WPI Police received a report fro m a TA 
in Keven Hall at 12 05 AM on Saturday, 
December 3. of an attempted break 1n 
the building WPI Police report that some-
one had attempted to pry open a door on 
the south end of the student lounge 
leading to the TA offices The door was 
heavily damaged. but It dtd not appear 
that entry was gained 
Items Recovered 
A WPI student reported to WPI Police 
that three subiects were attempttng to 
steal a street sign at the intersection of 
West Street and Institute Road a t 3:30 
A M on Sunday, December 4. A WPI 
Police officer who had been observing 
the subjects apprehended them, recover-
ing the sign 
At 3:25 A M. on Tuesday, December 6, 
a WPI Po lice officer reported recovering 
two Christmas wreaths from the north 
side of the library in the rear of Kaven 
Hall The officer had parked the cruiser 
near Kaven Hall when he spotted two 
mates running down the hill with the 
wreaths. The two dropped the wreaths 
and fled when they saw the cruiser 
Vandellam 
WPI Police report that mailbox covers 
from numerous mailboxes in Daniels 
Hall had been ripped off the wall en 
several incidents over the past week 
Many other boxes had glass covers miss 
1ng. 
A resident of Ejnhorn Road reporte 
that lour shrubs had been cut down from 
his front lawn 
Snowball Incidents 
A complaint was received at 3 50 A M 
on Saturday December 3 of fr tem t 
members throwing snowballs n the ar 
of Ellsworth The members wer ocat 
and returned to their house 
Numerous broken window 1n re 
donce halls and fratern1t1os were report 
on Sunday, December 4 as a r s1.11t o 
snowball fights 
Other Incidents 
WPI Police were called to Morgan Hall 
at 3.04 A M on Tuesday, December 6 for 
a report of a light 1n progress A fight 
between two residents of the floor was 
broken up by WPI Police officers and 
resident advisors 
WPI Pohce reported ass1st1ng wi th a 
three car accident at the intersection of 
Boynton Street and Institute Road. WPD 
was also contacted. The accident was 
reported at 7:30 A.M. on Tuesday, Dec-
ember 6. 
At 8 40 A.M on Tuesday, December 6, 
a WPI Police officer reported having 
problems with a sub1ect whose car had 
just been towed from campus for parking 
violations 
WPI chess club hosts Pan-Ams 
by Jack McLaughlin 
Chess Club Vice-President 
This December, the WPI Chess Club 
will play host to the 1983 Pan-American 
Intercollegiate Team Championship. to 
be held at the Worcester Marriott on the 
26th through the 30th . This event, the 
most prestigious college tournament, is 
being held 1n New England for the first 
time in its 37-year history, and a large 
turnout of teams from all over North 
America Is expected 
In previous years, WPI has sent teams 
to other cities to compete The 1981 Pan-
Ams. held in New York, was won by the 
University of Toronto WPl's team finished 
first in the 1800-1899 rating section. Last 
year, in Columbus. Ohio, Toronto won 
for an unprecedented third-consecutive 
time, while WPI placed in a tie for twenty-
ninth through thirty-ninth overall . 
To bring the Pan-Ams to Worcester for 
1983, a bid was placed with the Inter-
collegiate Chess League of America 
(ICLA) in December of 1982. In early 
1983, Ken Mann, Chess Club President, 
was informed by the ICLA that Worcester 
had been chosen as the 1983 site The 
decision was based on an evaluation of 
the faci lities available at the Marriott, as 
w ell as the fact thgt New England, which 
has a high concentration of schools in a 
small area, had never been c hosen before 
Th1sset into motion an almost year-long 
series of preparations for this maior 
c hess event. 
The tournament itself consists of eight 
rounds of play with each round lasting 
six hours. Any uncompleted games are 
finished after the last round of the day. 
Each team has four players ranked in 
order of abiltty using the United States 
Chess Federation (USCF) rating system. 
When two teems play, the top-ranked 
players square off on the first board, the 
second-ranked on the second board, 
etc. A team gains one game point for 
each game won that round, and a game 
point for each draw Game points are 
converted to match points at the conclu-
sion of each round. Two-and-a-halt game 
points are required for a match point. 
Halt a match point is awarded tor two 
game points, and no match points if 
there are less than two game points The 
team with the greatest number of match 
points at the conclusion of the last round 
is the champion. 
Teams will be arriv tng throughout the 
day on Mo nday, Dec 26th, to register 
and check into the Marrio tt. The first 
(continued to page 8) 
Do you hear what I don't? 
by Greg Doerschler 
Newspeak Staff 
As B term winds to a close, dormitory 
wlnoows high lighted with holiday fest1va 
llght1ng and scores of Christmas parues 
on campus serve as remtnders that Christ-
mas 1s approaching (in the real world, 
anyway) Its oncoming, however, pro-
ceeds w1lhout the sounds of Christmas 
carols resounding from the Alden Hall 
bell tower 
The A lden carillon, originally installed 
decades ago, had not been operational 
for many years Last year, members of 
the Student-A lumni Associat ion ap-
proached the Lens and Lights club with 
hopes of reactivating 11 for Ch ristmas. 
Alter many hours of work, the bells 
began sounding a few weeks before 
Christmas They had to be operated 
manually, as semi-automatic operation 
was only partially achieved last spring. 
During the summer, when offic e space 
was needed in Alden for Professor John-
son, the carillon found itself deported 
from Its home into a back hallwa~ in less 
than ideal cond1t1ons The unit had been 
in need of new parts which could not be 
obtained, as the manufacturer of 1t was 
no longer 1n business Thus. any hopes 
of completely rev1v1ng the carillon were 
eliminated. 
Efforts underwa1 to purchase new 
chimes for the Alden tower have pro-
gressed to the point where bids have 
been received, but no firm commitment 
has been made Ken Lanier of Lens and 
Lights, who was involved with restoring 
the original carillon, notes that current 
obstacles Include finance and log1st1cs 
"It's a proiect which everyone would like 
to see but nobody wants to pay tor, 
Lanier remarks Since the former location 
of the carillon 1s now an office, a new 
location would also have to be found. tt 
had been hoped that new chimes could 
be installed before Christmas, however 
this evidently will not happen. 
Tech Old Timers celebrates 25th 
On Thursday December 8th, the Tech 
Old Timers celebrated the 25th Anniver-
sary of the club's founding. The festivities 
were held 111 the Gordon Library seminar 
room . This club Is the most active alum ni 
group on campus 
President Cranch, who 1s a member of 
the National Research Council Commit-
tee on Education and Ut11tzat1on of the 
Eng neer, spokeon Engineering Educe-
t1on - Where Has It Been and Where Is It 
Going?" There was a record attendance 
at this meeting - 82 - and among those 
present was Chester Inman of WPl's 
class of 1914, a founding member of the 
club. 
On January 12th the club will hear a 
talk on the Mount Wachusett Sk Reser-
vation by Malcolm Washburri 
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Basketball takes another 
victory in home game 
Flddes keeps the Engineers moving. 
by Er1c Langevin and Jeff Lenard 
Newspeak Stall 
The WPI Engineers halted a three 
game slide with a 95-80 win over Bow-
doin. Orville Balley tallied 19 points. hit-
ting 8 of 12 from the field before fowling 
out late In the second half Point guard 
Greg Flddes led the team for the entire 
40 minutes pumping In a game high of 26 
points. 
Chrl• Roche 1/nkt 1Jump1hot. 
Although the score doesn't indicate 1t, 
WPI struggled for the first 15 minutes not 
being able to get the ball Inside But, with 
five minutes left, the aggressive Inside 
play of senior Larry Manor provided 
punch to the sluggish offense. Manor 
who had a game high of 9 rebounds lad a 
WPI rally which gave them a 43-33 half-
time lead 
Chris Roche had his best game In re-
cant memory netting 19 points mostly 
from the perimeter. 
After the first half, the game was no 
longer in any doubt and the Engineers 
just rolled along 
The week started off slowly with heart-
breaking defeats to both Babson (85-82) 
and Wesleyan (92-80). In both games the 
engineers gave a strong effort. Against 
Wesleyan the team Just couldn't get on 
track In the fi rst half, falling behind 10-0 
-Jeff Winick. 
and then 16-2. 
At times, the Engineers cut that large 
deficit, ge1tlng to within five points twice, 
but they were never able to overcome the 
nightmarish start. 
On Tuesday the Engineers lost a 
tough one to a strong Babson team. In this 
game the Engineers led at hall-time (49-
41) but a strong Babson second half nul-
lified all the hard work. 
The Engineer's season record is now 
(2-3). 
Wrestling team: now 8-1 
The amazing WPI wrestling team took 
on four division - I wrestling teams this 
past week. 
On Tuesday WP! destroyed Boston 
College by a score of 34-11. Captain 
Rich Testa (11 8) started off the match 
with a ptn In 2:34 minutes. Roland Mar-
quis (126) won by a major decision 
hammering his opponent by a score of 
11-0. Dave Parker (134) also defeated his 
opponent 4-0 and at 142 lbs Jeff Horo-
witz won by a pin In 4 48 minutes. Joe 
Crispo (150) controlled his opponent 
throughout his match but unfortunately 
gave up a late take-down forcing the 
score to end In a tie 3-3. 
Captain Stuart MacEachorn (158) 
tossed his opponent around easily win-
ning by a score of 16-2. Paul Wyman 
(167) and freshman sensation Steve Hall 
(Hwy) both won their matches 6-5 and 
13-0 respectfully 
On Saturday the undefeated WPI 
wrestling team took on powerhouses 
Harvard University, UNH, and Will iam 
and Mary. 
WPI defeated Harvard 20-19 in the first 
round. The competition was intense but 
WPI hung in and came out ahead. The 
118 lb match was scheduled after the 
Heavy Weights because Captain Testa 
was forced to come late due to the 
GR E's Bob Soares at 126 lbs started off 
the match facing one of Harvard's tough-
e!!t wrestlers and losing a close one by a 
score of 2-6 Dave Parker (134) also 
found himself up against tough competi-
tion falling short by a score of 3-8. Horo-
witz (142) won 8-2 but Crispo came up 
(continued on page 7) 
Pre-season outlook of 
women's basketball . 
by Sandra Olson 
The WPI woman's basketball team is 
looking forward to another champion-
ship season Last year, the Lady Engi-
neers set a school record tor the most 
victories in a single season with a spar-
kling 20-5 record. Last year's season 
climaxed with the team winning the 
ECAC North tournament All these 
achievements were accomplished with 
the help of three very talented seniors: 
Terese Kwiatkowski, Nancy MacLane, 
and Karen Casella. However. the loss of 
these three key players has not dam-
pened coach Sue Chapman's outlook for 
Cindy Perkin• puta In a lay-up. 
this year's team 
Coach Chapman has many reasons to 
be so optimistic Returning this year is 
four-year starter Chiara Whalen. Whalen 
surpassed the 1000 point plateau as a 
junior and Is now looking to obtain the 
same goal In rebounds. This task should 
easily be accomplished by the talented 
senior as she begins this season with 
over 800 rebounds to her credit 
Returning with Whalen from last year's 
starting lineup are sophomore guards 
Kim Fay and Cathy Murray. Both Murray 
and Fay have a year of experience be-
hind them and coach Chapman will be 
relying on the maturity of these two ex-
plosive players to lead the team Murray, 
with her steady ballhandllng, wlll be tak-
ing on the responsibilities of the point 
guard while Fay will use her deadly 
shooting in the remaining guard position . 
Joining the starting lineup tnts year 1s 
forward Mara Catlin and freshman for-
ward Cindy Perkins. Both players, accord-
ing to Chapman. have the capabilities to 
make big impact on the team's overall 
performance. 
Chapman is also optimistic for this be-
cause of the overall strength her 
squad exhibits. Three quick and aggres-
sive players. Amy Swoljnsky, Jackie 
Thibeault, and Kathy O'Neill, g ive 
Chapman plenty of depth at the guard 
positions. Chapman also has the same 
quality relief players at the center and 
-Jeff Winick. 
forward positions . Donna Leonard, a 6' 
sophomore. will see a lot of achon this 
season at both center and forward . 
Along with Donna, coach Chapman has 
two other talented subs, namely fresh-
men Dara Moms and Eileen Ego 
This year's team, according to Chap-
man will be one of the quickest and tal-
lest teams in the history of Lady Engtneer 
basketball The team Is also very young 
with only one senior on the squad, but 
possesses an extreme amount of talent 
and potential The schedule the lady en-
gineers face will be a tough one with 
games against nationally ranked Clark 
and Keene State. However. the talent 
and drive that this team possesses 1s 
sure to place another successful season 
In the record books of WPI woman's 
basketball. 
Trip to the 1984 Olympic Sweepstakes 
featured at the next wrestling match 
At the next home WPI wrestling match 
against Plymouth State College, on 
Wednesday, December 14, 1983 (4.00 
p m ), fans will have the opportunity to 
enter a first-of-its kind sweepstakes feat-
uring trips to the 1984 Olympics as the 
Grand Prizes. 
The full-color wrestling programs at 
that match will provide full information 
on the sweepstakes' two expense paid 
trips to the 1984 Olympics. The trips in-
clude air fare, accommodations, admis-
sion to seven days of Olympic wrestling 
and admission to Disneyland 
ra11:. rniiy dnter the Nattonal Wre:.tling 
Programs Sweepstakes on the program 
entry form or facsimile and no purchase 
is required to enter This wrestling pro· 
motion is believed to be the first-of-its 
kind to offer a national sweepstakes on 
localized full-color wrestling programs 
Drawing tor one trip will be made by 
the 1984 Olympic Freestyle Coach de-
signate Dan Gable at the Freestyle 
Olympic Trials on May 20th in Iowa City 
The second trip will be drawn by Groco 
Roman Coach designate Ron Finley at 
tne Greco Roman Trials on June 9th in 
Mmneapol s Minnesota 
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... Wrestling team 
(continued from P•G• 8) 
short 5-8. leaving the team score at 
9-3 Harvard. Team captain MacEachern 
(158) began WPl's winning spur defeat-
ing his opponent 10·1. Following Stuart, 
Paul Wyman (167) stepped on the mat 
adding 4 more points to the team score 
by winning his match 13-5 Doug Foglio 
(177) and Bob Schwartz (190) both lost 
tough matches now leaving the score 19-
11 Harvard. With two matches left Heavy 
Weight Steve Hall won easily 12-3 now 
leaving the entire match up to Testa. 
Need Ing 5 more points to win or 4 points 
to tie, Rich defeated his opponent 16-2 
which gave WPI 5 team points and a fan-
tastic finish with a final score; WPI 20 
-Harvard 19. 
winning 11-2, Soares (126) who pinned 
his opponent 1n 2:55, MacEachern (158). 
Wyman (177), and Hall (Hwy). The 
match was so close that it came down to 
the Heavy Weight match where freshman 
Steve Hall pulled off a major decision by 
a score of 14-6, giving WPI the victory. 
The third round on Saturday, WPI 
faced a strong Wilham and Mary wres-
tling team, and almost came through 
with another major upset against the div-
ision - I teams The score was WPI 19, 
William and Mary 22. Again outstanding 
performances were made by Testa (1 18), 
Marquis (126). Langer (150), and Paul 
Wyman (167) who Individually had a fan-
tastic day winning all three of his 
matches weighing in a weight class 
down. 
EARN $400per1000 etufllng envelopH 
at home. No experience needed. Free 
detalle. EncloH •tamped envelope. Ma-
rlllo, 1818 W. Jonqull, Chlc•go, llllnol• 
60828. 
TYPING - rHtOn•ble rat ... 755-8551, 
Mre. Cahlll. 
GARAGE DOOR OPENER for Hie. 
Seare beat 1/3 HP, 19000 codet. Solld 
St•t• tranamltter, v•c•tlon Hcurlty 
twitch. Never ueed, In orlglnel ~rton. 
New $239.99 Atklng $150. Contect J. 
B•rnett WPI: 793-5113, hom•: 842-4304. 
TYPING- LOW STUDENT RATES. FHt 
Service. On campue pick up •nd dellv-
ery. Statletlc•I and technlcel too. C•ll 
757-3789 (•fter 5) for Info. 
ACORN TYPING SERVICE: extr• copy, 
on-campue plck-up/dellvery Included. 
Call 791-2770, 4-10 p.m. evening•. 
FOR SALE: Home-made termln•I with 
Iott of goodlH ettached. 1) 24x80, VT52 
compatible. 2) DDT for 8502 CPU. 3) 
Lower, GrHk end Mith characters. 4) 
Extra 10K RAM. 5) 2 8-blt DIA with Z 
control. 8) 110-HOO Beud. 7) Wiii toH 
In 2 Floppy Diak Dr1vet. 8, 9, 10, .•• ) Lott 
more. $800 or bHt reHoneble offer. 
Prof. S. AIJ)9rt, CS Dept. Jt5418. 
YAMAHA SKIS • Model 202, 180 cm. 
New-Ju et purchHed-$100 firm. Call 
•5521. 
LOST - D•teun Car Key on Screwdriver 
key r1ng. PIHH call 791-7727 with any 
Info, Hk for Bruce. The second round WPI faced a tough 
UNH wrestling team but defeated them 
by a score of 21 -20. Outstanding per-
formances were made bv Marouis t118) 
The 8-1 WPI wrestling team will be tak-
ing on Plymouth State on Wednesday at 
4·00 p.m In the Alumni Gym. 
lntramurals wind up their 
fall sports 
A historical holiday gift idea 
by Kieran Suckling 
Newspeak Staff 
The standings In team points have 
been determined as the fall Intramural 
Sports of Cross Country, Volleyball , and 
Football conclude The top five team 
SAE 
KAP 
55 78'h 60 193'h 
80 100 180 
The winners of each of the events were 
the Foot Pounders who ran away with 
the Cross Country event, KAP who 
tackled the Football champ1onsh1p, 
PARS who grabbed D1v1sion I Volleyball, 
and OUTS who set up a winning ottense 
in D1v1s1on II Volleyball 
Question : What Christmas gift is per-
fect for the friend that likes art, history, 
architecture. and most of all chocolate? 
The Worcester Art Museum, of course! 
Not the actual museum Itself. but a mini-
ature tin repltca filled with fine choco-
lates and mints. standings are as follows: 
FIJI 
Theta Chi 
Sig Pt 
CC VB 
70 85 
65 100 
45 65 
FB Total 
95 250 
70 235 
87 1h 1971..ci 
... The sufficiency 
This holiday gift idea supported by the 
Worcester Art Museum. one of thecoun-
try·s finest small art museums, is an ac-
tual reproductton of the original art mu-
seum built 1n the 1870's by famed 
architect Stephen C. Earle The building 
from which it was molded 1s no longer 
visible to the public, however. Additions 
to the Museum. including a new back 
(1921), a new front (1933), a new top 
(1940), and a new east side (1983), sur-
round the original structure In such a 
manner that only tiny segments of It can 
be seen at the sides 
(continued from page 2) 
Someone commented to me that the 
new Humanities Award was a sort of 
face-lift for the Sufficiency, and the Hu-
manities Department in general. But I 
hope lt 1s more than this A lace-lift mere-
ly changes the appearance of the com-
plexion, it cannot combat the true of· 
fender· age. We need to re-define our 
antlre approach to the Sufficiency and 
the Humanities. We need to return to the 
original, Idealistic Intent of the Plan. We 
need to learn to become "technological 
humanists·. 
KTO 
D 
Monday, February 6, 1984 
W.P.I. 
Recent graduates-Join some of I.he nation's most 1mag1-
nattve. 1nvermve peop1e at Draper Laboratory. As che 
world renowned researth center, located in the Tech· 
nology Square complex 1n Cambridge. Massachusetts. 
we're leading the 1nduwy while breaking new ground 
in fascinating and rewarding technologu~s including 
Control Systems Design 
Softwere Development/ 
Eveluetion 
Ana)og/~igital Design 
Engeneertng 
Spececraft Dynamics 
Manufacturing Systems 
Guidance a~d Nav1ga-
t1on Analyses 
Electronic Systems 
Engineering 
Robolfcs/Automation 
Structural Engtneering 
Optics 
At Draper, we handle ,1 volume of more than 130 
m1ll1on dollars each year and employ over I 7 75 people 
throughout the l.dboratory, many or who hold .1dvanced 
degrees 
If your background is 1n Electrical Engineering, 
Mechanical Engineering or Computer Science. 
look 1nco being a part of our hands-on "working 
laboratory·· envtronment. 
To arrange an interview. vesit your Placement 
Office. or send your resume to Dr. Danlel E. 
Gledkow1ki. Dept. c. The Charles Stark Draper 
Laboretory, Inc., 555 Technology Square, 
Cembrldge. MA 021J9. We ere an equel oppor-
tunity/affirmattve ecteon employer, M/F. 
Earle. a native Worcesterite, is best 
known as a follower of Henry Hobson 
Richardson's Gothic and Romanesque 
Revival . He also designed in the fashion 
of French Second Empire, Queen Anne, 
Colonial Revival, Neoclassical, and Re-
naissance or Italian Palazzo. As Earle's 
reputation spread his skills became in-
creas1 ngly in demand to design 
churches, schools, llbraries, f ire 
stations, and mills. Although his career 
peaked with the building of the Worces-
ter Art Museum, he is also known as the 
designer of one of the original buildings 
of a small engineering school in the vic-
inity. Stephen C. Earle crafted and over-
saw the construction of Boynton Hall . 
As you can see, this ltttle tin box holds 
more than some remarkable chocolates; 
it contains. and Is momento of, a great 
architect, a great city, a great art muse· 
um, and a great school 
(Editor's note Stephen C Earle is also 
know for designing Salisbury Laborato-
ries and fathering Admiral Ralph Earle, 
WPl's sixth president.) 
... Draughtsman's Contract 
{continued from page 4) 
enough dialogue to appreciate more of 
the wit of the script and understand the 
plot twists which puzzled me this time. 
But I hope that 1t takes me quite a few 
enjoyable viewings to put a purpose to 
that delightfully m1sch1eveous silver 
imp. He was very attractive as a charac-
ter and left a lasting Impression of care· 
free fun . It is to the credit of The 
Draughteman'a Contract and writer/di· 
rector Peter Greenaway that that charac-
ter had such appeal, despite having no 
apparent attachment to the plot and 
without appearing ltke a pandering sen-
sat1onahst add1t1on to the flick. despite his 
nudity H is nudity was entirely subordl· 
nate to his personality, and he appci red 
to be a natural - If Inexplicable - part of 
the film. 
All told, The Draughteman'• Contract 
was 1ntell1gent and entertaining The 
mystertes it generated didn't leave me 
feeling the righteous tell-me-now curiosi-
ty I feel at a whodunit; rather, its puzzles 
intrigue without oosessing. I will wel· 
come another chance to see The 
Draught1m1n'1 Contr•ct to enjoy Its wit 
and to try to solve its mysteries - and 
maybe I'll be able to Identify the s1lvor 
guy! 
... Pseudo Santa 
(continued from page 3) 
Johnny has had various animals, people 
who make Jewelry out of animal dung. 
and a horde of old has-beens on his 
show. He has yet to have Santa come on 
for a ltve show. If Robert Blake can get on 
twice in one year, why can't Santa get on 
even once in a whole decade? I moan, 
Santa is supposed to be this great guy, 
the best do-gooder since Robin Hood. 
while Robert Blake is this old guy who 
used to talk to a bird while beating up 
people 1n the line of duty 
So you see, none of my questions can 
be answered This Is for the simple rea-
son that Santa Claus doesn t exist (But 
just In case he does Santa, can I h ve a 
new typewriter for Christmas? You 
know the typo that can correct 111 b a 
od bo S d A y 
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Tuesday, December 13 
NEW SPEAK 
wl-tA1's HAppENiNG 
Thursday, December 15 
PLANT SALE in the Wedge 
Tueaday,December13,1983 
HAPPY HOUR ENTERTAINMENT in the Pub, 4:30 pm. 
SWIMMING vs Clark, 7:00 p .m. WOMEN'S BASKETBALL vs Framingham State, 7.00 p .m. 
Wednesday, December 14 
GOLD AND SILVER JEWELRY SALE in the Wedge 
WRESTLING vs. Plymouth State College. 4:00 p .m. 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL vs RIC, 7:00 p.m. 
WEEKDAY MASS, Religious Center, 10:00 p.m. 
Epcot (continued from page 5) 
Allison Carroll 87, have been worl\lng 
with Mr. Don Richardson, Technical Re-
ports Librarian, on this phase of biblio-
graphic research. 
In addition to the present IQPadvlsors, 
several other WPI faculty members have 
expressed an Interest in examining both 
technical problems, such as observing 
crowd movements at the park and dev-
eloping queueing theory models, and also 
soctal-polttical problems s1m1lar to those 
mentioned above. 
At present there are several positions 
open on the Intersession trip. Interested 
students or staff should register at the 
Intersession Office in the Proiect Center 
with a $25.00 deposit and make arrange-
ments for the balance of the trip's cost, 
$365.00, which Includes air-fare, hotel 
for ftve nights, all tickets and transfers 1n 
Florida, including the Space Center trip 
and lunch the last day in Florida The trip 
will leave on Sunday, January 8th, and 
return Friday, January 13th For further 
Information contact Prof. Charles Heven-
thal, Department of Humanities. 
... out of turn 
(continued from page 2) 
making students take social science 
courses. But you know what they say 
about quick fixes. 
And then there are the implications. 
The implications are these. The Institute 
no longer behaves that the students are 
responsible enough to chart their own 
destinies. And that Is very depressing. It 
is the death knell of one of the Plan's 
most noble Ideals. Ah . well, with any luck 
at all, I will graduate before all this comes 
to pass. Oh, well. 
I wonder If we would have heard about 
this at all. 
Christmas and roommates have been 
popular topics In these pages of late, not 
tn a very popular light. I thought about 
this as I pursued my apartment's tacky 
Christmas decorations so I thought I'd 
try and remedy this a bit. 
To Dangerous Dan and Stunning 
Steve, for backing me up and getting me 
through the business of the Organiza-
tion that Will Not Be Named .•. 
To the Bearded Wonders, for Toy R Us 
and pinball games and loads of laughs In 
general. .•. 
To P.8 ., tor not being as annoying as 
you could have been and putting up with 
more than you ought to . 
To Mango, for the World's Greatest 
Sombrero's and the Word of the Day and 
for not destroying the room . 
Thanks a lot, guys. I could have not 
done better 
Thanks to Worcester for making me 
look like a moron I mmedlately after say-
ing that we could be worse off, we were 
worse off Snow, that is 
Oh, well, Merry Christmas. one and all. 
Good luck to those with comps to look 
( # 3 I This is the third In o series of connecting ads. 
Friday, December 16 
LAST DAY OF CLASSES 
C-TERM BEGINS JANUARY 19 
forward to And of course, there's always 
C-term. Take it easy, WPI. See you in the 
year of Big Brother. 
Che11 Club (continued from page 5) 
round Is at 7 p.m. on Monday. There will 
be two rounds per day for the next three 
days, the first round of the day at 10 a m , 
the second at 5 p.m. The tournament will 
be concluded on Friday, with the eight 
round at 9 a.m., followed by the presen-
tation of the trophies. 
As defending champion, the University 
of Toronto is the team to beat, and 
Harvard is expected to do well, also 
Other teams entered are UCLA, Yale, 
Princeton , MIT and Worcester State. WPI 
will send three teams. Upwards of 65 
teams are expected. 
In addition, Grand Master Ed mar Med-
nis wi ll be in attendance to analyze some 
of the best games and g ive three lectures 
on chess, and the Intercollegiate Speed 
Chess Tournament will be held Wednes-
day night at 10 p.m Spectators are 
welcome at all these events, and are 
encouraged to attend. For more informa-
lton, contact the Chess Club at WPI Box 
2384. It is hoped that the 1983 Pan-Ams 
will set the standard for Pan-Ams to 
come. 
... New dorm (continued from page 1) 
bonds to raise money which is lent to 
academic organizations for construe-
• 
• 
• 
• • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
t1on pro1ects . These low-interest loans 
are then paid off by the tnst1tut1on 
through annual rental income Other al-
ternatives consist of going to banks or 
other comparable lending institutions. 
Both Morgan and Daniels Halls were fi-
nanced through the HEFA funding 
authority. 
The next step will occur in February or 
March when prospective contractors will 
make construction bids. The Physical 
Facilities Committee of the Board of 
Trustees has cognizance over the 
pro1ect. 
... WPI, around 
the nation 
(continued from page 1) 
American Cultural History at Keio Urn-
versity in Tokyo, to Alpha Tau Omega 
cook Mary " Ma" Fell . who was elected 
Homecoming Queen this fall. 
Worcester Polytechn ic Institute 
makes news around the nation for its 
research, Its unique educational pro-
gram and Its people, and, as the year 
ends, "WPI In Print" lets us, here at WPI , 
see how others see us in their parts of the 
country (There are a few copies of " WPI 
1n Print" available at the Office of Univer-
sity Relations on the third floor of Boyn-
ton Hall. -Ed.) 
